TWO SEPARATE WORLDS

PHYSICAL

VIRTUAL
LEVERAGING OPEN SOURCE
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Lenovo

NORTH AMERICA PUBLIC SECTOR SERVICES TEAM
FOUR DAYS TO HYBRID CLOUD

DAY 0: PHYSICAL
DAY 1: VIRTUAL
DAY 2: PUBLIC CLOUD
DAY 3: SELF-SERVICE HYBRID CLOUD
TECHNOLOGY STACK

MANAGEMENT
- CloudForms
- Ansible Tower
- Red Hat Satellite
- Lenovo XClarity Administrator
- AWS API

INFRASTRUCTURE
- Red Hat Enterprise Linux
- Red Hat Virtualization
- VMware
- Lenovo Hardware
- Geography 1
- Geography 2
- AWS
- US East
- US West?
- PRIVATE
- PUBLIC CLOUD

Geography 1
- AWS API

PRIVATE
- US East
- US West?
WHAT IF WE SHOWED YOU

THIS IS ALL REAL

Lenovo XClarity Administrator

XClarity Administrator is a centralized hardware management solution for Lenovo server systems and solutions.

- **Simplify** – Find the right information and accomplish critical tasks faster. Remove complexity from IT infrastructure.
- **Accelerate** – Automate and scale IT infrastructure to reduce time to market of new systems.
- **Integrate** – Deploy and manage Lenovo infrastructure from your own IT applications by developing custom integration.
Lenovo Physical Infrastructure Provider

Red Hat CloudForms 4.6 introduces Lenovo XClarity as the first physical infrastructure provider, enabling CloudForms to go beyond hybrid cloud management and manage hybrid infrastructure.

- **Discover and manage** physical compute infrastructure alongside virtual and multi-cloud through a single pane of glass.
- **Determine capacity** for on-premise resources
- **Analyze impacts** of infrastructure modifications on workload and control infrastructure maintenance.
TAKE ACTION

GET INVOLVED


DEPLOY IT

[TIGERIQ.CO ]
THANK YOU

plus.google.com/+RedHat
plus.google.com/+Lenovo

linkedin.com/company/red-hat
linkedin.com/company/lenovo

tyoutube.com/user/RedHatVideos
tyoutube.com/user/LenovoVision

facebook.com/redhatinc
facebook.com/lenovo
twitter.com/RedHat
twitter.com/Lenovo